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Dear Ms Liveris,
Thank you for your response.
I wish to state for the record my deep concerns that this committee will be used by a manifestly unconscionable
government to rubber stamp the ruinous fracking agenda of government and industry. I respectfully submit that
public interest would be better served investigating why criminal corporations masquerading as government
unlawfully suppress the abundance of clean energy and propulsion technologies.
It is i mportant for this committee to fully appreciate the unyielding opposition to the covert chemical warfare of
fracking. Please note this resolute resistance has global reach and grows exponentially stronger by the moment.
I emphasize that fracking in any form is entirely unacceptable and will not be tolerated no matter what tyrannical
government seeks to impose. It is unlawful for any administration to act unilaterally against the express desires, and
in this case clearly stated demands, of the community. Government has no mandate to commence fracking being in
blatant 'breach of trust' and reckless abandonment of 'duty of care' in this matter.
Throughout the extended time investigating this widely despised ecocide I have communicated with thousands of
well-informed citizens fiercely opposed to such traitorous criminal insanity. The extreme, tiny minority of
proponents are wholly contained to government, industry and vested interests only. This is corporate fascism at its
worst.
Careful consideration must therefore be accorded the swift consequences of ignoring growing public health and
environmental concerns and the unwavering commitment to refuse fracking. I once again advise that any person
endeavoring to endorse or promote this hateful practice will be called to full account in the newly emergent
International Law Tribunal Court and the International Common Law Court of Justice with commercial liens placed
against all personal property and effects of the accused.
In closing I hope this committee will act in good faith for and on behalf of the WA community by ensuring the
ecocide of fracking is totally and permanently banned.
No other outcome is acceptable.
Yours sincerely,
Tony Lambert.

